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A..SHORT HISTORICAL SURVEY

•

In addition to the estimates at 1957 prices of gross domestio

product at market prices and at factor cost for the period 1950 to 1958
- .

published in United Nations Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics 1961

fairly detailed accounts are available for 1953 and 1957. The estimates

for 1953 which were issued in roneoed f'crra in "Les compt ea economiques de

la Tunisie 1953" were intended for reference purposes in future work. They

contain fairly full accounts for the various sectors as well as the ag8Te

gates: gross domestic production, gross national pr.odl,;l.c.te;.national income

and'grosB national expenditure. Althoug) the authors themselves pointed

out that the results were sometimes rather vague since some elements

actual~-defy statistical treatment~ these estimates may on the whole be

considered as. comparatively good.

After a more or less complete interruption of the national accounts

work for about one year, a new start was made in the latter part of 1961 with

.with the help of a United National expert. It was decided to give up the

. idea of· establishing detailed accounts for the years 1958· .;:ind 1959, and

inatead-eoncentrate all efforts on making as good estimates as pos~ible

for 1960, which could serve asacbasis for projections in connexioJ? with

the second development plan of .Tunisia •

.The tables sho1ffi and th~ IIle:thods of' ,estimation ,des cr,ibed ~ in this
., , ~.. .. - - ., ,"--.:.:.,., .. ~.~".:;.......:::....;__.~_.:..-::_ .~__.-.:- w:.:...· .

chapter refer to the estimates for 1960 as ~or1.:.~~__~u~, .~~ the United Nations

expert.

B. SO~lli r~IN CRARACTU~ISTICS OF THE TUNlpIAN ACCOUNTS
• . 'r:' ,

a) Basic approach

The accounts were constructed accorda.ng to the ''French syatem ll and

the oommodity flow method was used extensively in the estimates of value

added by industry.
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A particular feature of the estimates is that they were in the first

round made independently according to the product, expenditure and income

approaches. Later, the three estimates were compared and adjustments were

made in order to achieve consistency. In some instances, the advice of

":'!ixperts in other "countrLes :~as called upon before a decision was made as

to which of the three d~fferent estimates should be chosen. It might in

a way be said that the final estimates were arrived at by a process of
,';:

successive iterations.

1:1) Boundary of production

Since the "French system" 'was used, the concept' of production applied

in the Tunisian accounts differs on some points from that of the 'SUA and the

'·iintermediate system. The main difference is that wages and salaries of

government employees and wages of domestic servants are excluded. For the

purposes of this chapter, however, the accounts have been adjusted to inc

lude these iteml[!.

AgTi6u1tutal production statistics of Tunisia in general only cover

marketed quant LtEea , but a special effort was made to modify the production

figures with starting point in estimates of consumption in order to cciver

consumption from own production by farmers. Value added of financial 'inter

mediaries was estimated in the way recommended by the SNA.

c) Main differences between the Tunisian system of accounts and the

intermediate systBm

The national accounts of Tunisia for the year 1960 include the following

tables (references to table numbers in the intermediate system are shown

in parenthesis) , An inventory account of human I'esources,.(Table 1), An

account of uses and resources by commodity group (Table 2), Analysis of

intermediate consumption by 'industry (Table 3), Capital and financing account

of Administrations (similar to Table 10). In additio~, an, input-output

table covering 18 industries and a number of supplementary tables showing

the various classical break-downs of the SNA as well as other tables

particular to the ''French system" like, for instance, the "tableau economique"

are included. Considerable worh has also been done towards the construction

of a detailed table on financial flows, but this table was not yet finished

at the time of writing.

v,

•
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On the basis of available data, a considerable number of the tables

of the intermediate system which are not explicitly shown in the Tunisian

accounts could also be constructed. Therefore, only the Rural household

account (Table 5) and the tables showing the composition of private con

sumption expenditure and gr0ss fixed capital formation (tables 14 and 15)
had to be omitted.

It should be r.oted, however~ that the sY3tem of accounts shown is

not completely articulated for all items of the appropriation accounts, and

that the classifications used in some instances differ from those of the

intermediate system. ~hese divergences are, however, on the whole of minor

importance.

The most important difference between the accounts shown at the end of

this chapter and those recommended in the intermediate system is that the

accounts for government are merged with accounts for private and foreign

administrations. This is a consequence of the fact that the original

Tunisian accounts according to the ''French system t! consider all administr

ations as a whole and consistent adjustments could not be made.

A separate rural household account in the sense of the intermediate

system could not be establishe~ for Tunisia. It would have been possible,

however, to establish an account describinb own account production and

cp~s~ption. This activity could not have been ascribed to a well defined

grou~ of ab~nts because, for instance, a f8rmer may at the same time

produce for the market and for his own consum~tion. Also the distinction

between production for the market and for own consumption is of far less

interest in Tunisia than in some other African countries.

In the following~ a description· is given in some detail of the

methods of estimation used in the Tunisian accounts.

a) Inventory of human resources

For some of the industrial groups or sub-groups shown in Table 1, the

information could be obtained directly from industrial surveys or from the

accounts of public or semi-public enterprises. For others, information
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from anuus t r i a), surveys Has combined. Hi th <lata from the Ministry of Social

Affairs on manpower wld number of establish~ents and Hith data from the

Central Social Insurance Fund.

To obtain estimates for industry sroups or sub-groups where handi

crafts pr-edomi.na'te , surveys and monographs concernLng handicarfts activity

have been utilized exte~sively.

The number employed in a6ricult~re was extrapolated by means of

preliminary results from the agricultural census conducted by the Statistical

Office. These results covered 5 out of 19 provinces. However, the number

of agricultural enterprises was available for the ~-:n1try as a whole.

Information from the population census of 1~5' was used to as limited

an extent as possible, because the answer-s to the ques t i cns concerning

employment were not sufficiently checked at that census. However, percent

ages of the total population in various occupations by age group were

calculated on the basis of the occupation ueclared for the 1956 census.

Occupation declared rather than actual employment was used because it was

assumed that all persons who declared tha.t they ha.d a profession also wanted

to practice it. The distribution by age group in each o ccupat i on was

smoothed and the resulting adjusted perce"tages were applied to the mid

Year estimate of "orula'cion pr-os en t in the terri tory in 1960 in order to

arrive at the approximate number of persons available for employment.

A compar i.son of ',:the estimates "popul.at i on actually employed" and 'popu

lation"available for eillployrnent"sb.o~ed that the latter exceeded the former

by about 156 000 persons. It is, however, necessary to interpret this

result with great caution. For instance, it is fairly certain that the

number of persons asking for employment without obtaining it is below

156 000. It is assumed, however, that this figure does indicate an order

of magnitude of thepotentinl man-power available in addition to the man

pover already fully or partly employed.

It was not possible to include 'in the table an estimate of the de jure

population because of lack of sufficientLY reliable data.
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b) Estimate of uses and. resouxces by commodity group.

The nooencloture lor 'indust~ies usea in Tunisia differs copsiderably

from the International Standard Industrial Classification utilized for

the 'interm'ediate system and. the SNA. For the "purpose of estimating uses

and resources by commodity group accordiug to the nomenclature of the

intermediate system it was therefore necessary to go back to the original

work-sheets.

The statistical sources utilized in constructing the uses and resources

balances at the product level were the following

1. The Statistical Yearbook of Tunisia

2. fuonthly and Quarterly Bulletins of Statistics

3. The Annual Industrial Survey of the 3tatistical Office

4. BUdgets and accounts of public monopolies in the industrial
and commercial fields

5. Operatin6 accounts and balance sheets of public enterprises and
of some important private enterprises.

6. Miscellaneous statistics produced by ministries andJ);rofessional
organizations, either available in the Statistical Office or
obtained directly from the sour-.e ,

7. Registers of industrial and handicraft establishments kept by
the Statistical Office •

. 8. Fiscal statisti cs established at the request and with the aid of
the national accounts section.

9. Sectorial surveys undertaken on contract for the Societe d'Etude
pour la Participation Financiere by economic study societies_

10. Transport survey under-t.aken by the society "f'·or--technical and
. economic studies.

11. Survey of Tunisian handicrafts by the central society for deve
lopment of the territory.

12. Survey of the leather. and footwear industries by the association
for the development of productivity.

13. Regional surveys by the Institut des Sciences Economiques Appli
quees etc. the Societe d t...:tude pour Le DevGloppE11(;ut Economa.que
et Social etc.
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14. Dir"ct inve.stigationsby, the national accounts section with
various organizations~ services or establishf:1ents involving con
sultations with experts, information obtaine~ by questionnaires,
etc. ~amples of those approached are' for agriculture: The
Tunisian cereals office, tLe forest service, the veterinary service,
the wine office, the oJlic:;'o.tory organization of fruit growers (of
dates and citrus fruit), etc.; for energy' the organization of
coal dealers, the Tunisi&n 818ctricity and gas society, eto.

The detailed comrnod i.tiy balances worked out for the national accounts

of Tunisia include more than 190 product 6rouPS. However, in working out

the balances a still more detailed cla.ssification sometimes had to be used.

For example, the work-sheets for the product group "paper and cardboard"

distinguishes nine sub-groups , cigarette paper, newsprint, other printing

paper, typing paper, wrapping paper, n8nd-L,cc:.E pa,pEr, car-dboard for buildin,;,

cardoard for textile machines, waste-paper.

The agricultural production statistics, particularly as far as cereals

are concerned, in general only cover marketed quantities. For a lar€;e number

of agricultural products it was theTefore necessary to modify or replace the

provisional production figures according to the agricultural census by means

of estimates taking their starting point in cOnsumption figures. Frequently,

like in the case of wheat, for instance, it was necessary to start from

consumption figures for the final products (bread, spaghetti, macaroni, etc.)

in order to work backwards via semi-finished products (flour, semolina, etc.)

in order to obtain an estimate of the consumption of the primary product

(grain) •

Production of enerf~ covers electricity, petroleum products, solid

mineral fuels and local energy products, like firewcod and charcoal. The

amount of solid mineral fuels available ,is known almost exactly, and their

uses are also fairly well kno,ro. Only marketed production of firewood, mainly

used by enterprises is included 'under this heading. The production of fire

wood used by the farmers themselves and by rural households is included unQ"l

agriculture.
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On the whole, the extEac~ive i~d'!stries do not present any problem

as far as coverage is co~cernod~ except with redard to quarries. However,

the largest enterprise in phosphate mining (Sf~,x, Gar'sa) does not in its

account separate the value of Minerals as extracted from the mines, railway

transport costs and embarkation costs. Therefure, it wao necessary to

choose a production price for each mineral with reference to other enter

prises.

Information on the product of ~anufacturing industries was obtained

from the' annual indllstrial surv8y. Among the industries with best coverage

are the food, chemical~ bUild:ing materials, wood, paper and printing

industries. A caref~ analysis of the basic survey forms for these industries

permitted relatively precise estimates of production, inputs and value added •

. For the other Lndus t r-Lee , which are less well covered by the. survey,

the survey material only permitted the selection of a sample. of entrprises

whose repreaentativity in r-eLa.t ioa to the industry as a wholB was not always

satisfactory. In some, the degree of representativity was also difficult

to ascertain. From these samples, technical coefficients for inputs, salaries,

etc. were calculated. Gn the baais of the input coefficients and data on

quantities and values of local and imported raw materials, which were in

general available, provisional producsI on figures 1,{ere estimated.. The results

were checked with data uotained f~om consumption surveys and w~th estimates

of' value added obtained. b;yr e-dding indirect taxes to estimates of factor shares.

A similar method of estiE12,'~ion U'l"S uaed for ~9-ini;' and public works.

The method used for this indus"c:ry will be described in some more detail as

an example of es t i.mat i cn.. by succees tvs approximations used also for the

manufacturing industries"

As a first step, an estimate Jf the demand for building and public

works was made. Public demand "Ilas cb ta.i.ned f'r om the accounts of administ

rations. Demand for the buildjng of dwellings was ostimated from statistics

. on building permits, and demand fc: i:!l8 maintenance. of e::r:'st·ing dwellings

from consumer aur-veya , No zcr}.ous estimate of the demand fo:;; new const

ruction and maintenance of industrial and commercial Quildings could be

made, either on the baeis of the industrial surveyor from building permits.
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The second step was to estimate the produotion value of the industry

from teohnical coefficien~based on the combined information obtained from

two samples drawn from the industrial s~ey (one for building, the other

for public works) and from experts (the Veritas Office, engineers and

architects). To the extent the elaboration of the input-output table was

sufficiently advanced to render a good allocation of intermediate products

by industry of use, these coefficients were applied to the main inputs of

the building and construction industry (cement, wood, iron and steel) in

order to arrive at a provisional figure for the production value of the

industry.

The probable demand of enterprises for bUilding and construction work

could then be obtained as a residual by deducting the demand of the public

and the household sectors from the total production value of the industry.

The result was checked by comparing with a separate estimate of the funds

for the financing of its capital formation available to the enterprise sector.

The next step was to check the estimate of total production value by

comparing value added obtained as the difference between the estimated pro

duction value and the sum of inputs with value added estimated as the sum

of indirect taxes and factor shares. Ilages and salaries were estimated by

multiplying the numbers employed by average wages and salaries obtained from

statistics of the social insurance institutions and work-sheets of the

industrial s~ey. The income of own-account workers was estimated as the

product of the number of such workers in the industry and average income as

recorded in the handicraft survey. Gross profits of corporations were

estimated from the work-sheets of the industrial s~ey which made possible

a calculation of the ratio between turn-over of corporations and the average

rate of profits.

If all the elements in the various calculations desc:ibed were inter

nally consistent, the volume of production of the industry in ~uestion was

considered as determined. It appears that the relative error of the various

estimates did not on the whole exceed 3.5 percent.

•
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With regard to transport and communications, accounting data were

available for railways, ocean transport, air transport, urban transport,

the Port Authorities and the telegraph, telephone and mail services. Enter

prises in the field of storage (including transit agents, etc.) are practical

ly all organised as large public and private corporations and the information

available for them is therefore also reliable.

The estimate for road transport distinguished between the transport of

persons by private car, by hired car and taxi, and the transport of goods

by truck. The main source of information was the transport survey. This

survey includes an estimate by means of road counts of ton-kilometers trans

ported by product group, the price effectively charged per ton-kilometre and

a decomposition of the transport charge into expenditures on petrol, wages

and salaries, over-heads, depreciation and profits. The transport charges

considered by the eurvey were those proPosed by__ the transport companies to

the ministry concerned in crder to determine a fixed price for transportation.

The survey also includes an inventory of the existing stock of varioUs types

of transport vehicles.

A sample of forms drawn from the industrial survey providsd a second

so~e of information concerning the break-down of .operation expenditures.

In addition, the input-output table furnished quite reliable information

on the expenditures by the transport industry on petroleum products and

1;"ires.

Independent estimates of the production value of the industry based

on ton-kilometers' and charge pbr ton-kilometre and of inputs includin6 wages

and salaries showed a satisfactory degree of correspondence. It should be

noted that a (probably small) part of the production value and inputs

allocated to the transport industry, actually refers to farmers who as an

accessory avtivity do some transportation for others.

The value of dwelling servicss was estimated on the basis of information

on rent taxes shown in fiscal statistics and from data in consumer surveys.

Both paid and imputed rent are covered.
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For the industry other services it was possible to make valid estimates

both from the productionandthedemand.side.as far as medical and health

services and the services of cafes, hotels and restaurants were concerned.

For most of the other parts of the industry, estimates could be made only

from the production or from the demand side and the estimates could be

checked only by considering whether the product estimates arrived at were

likely to be approximately correct.

Repair services for automobiles, bicycles, watches and electrical

apparatus are included in the industry other services. The by far most

important item is the repair of automobiles. The value of automoble repair

services was estimated on the basis of a sample of forms from the industrial

survey, the estimated value of spare parts used and data on the automobile

park.

Value added of financial intermediates was estimated as the difference

between interest received and interest paid by the banking system plus the

difference between premiums received and damages paid by insurance conpanies.

Trade marSins were estimated a posteriori for all products where both

producer prices and prices paid by the purchasers were known through investi

gations on the wholesale and retail markets, through customs statistics and

through industrial surveys. This was the case for a majority of agricultural

products and for many products of the food industries, as well as for energy

and for raw materials and semi-finished goods which were subject to trans

actions between industries.

For finished consumer goods, like textiles, mechanical, electrical and

chemical products, trade margins were in the first round applied a priori

to producer prices or to import prices after customs duty. The margins

applied were partly taken from the estimates of 1957 and partly obtained from

surveys with dealers. The estimates were checked by comparing with direct

estimates of final demand of households and administrations. As a result

of this check it proved necessary to reduce. by about 20 percent the trade

margins originally applied to arrive at the value of final consumption of

textiles and mechanical products. This is explained by the fact that the
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a priori investigations of traue margins referred to the modern commercial

seci;or while traditiotal commerce in :;enerc.l applies lower margins. It is

well known that Ghe same ir.:ported ne rchend ise is sold much cheaper in the

scuks (native marl(ets) than in t he stores of the "Burope'an lf cities.

c) Analysis of intermediate consumption by industry

:ihile the estimates of uses and Iesources by commodity group could be

presented 'fi thin the frE-nework of the LS.I.G., the fibures showing inter

mediate consumption by industry could not be adjusted tc conform to this

classification. The main obstacle aaainst an ISIC clsasification of inputs

was that purchases from each industry were determined for the industry as

a whole and not for each of the products of the industry. Table 3 therefcre

had to be presented in the form in which it "as established on the basis of the

data available.

Agriculture and forestry were grouped to~ether for the purposes of the'

inter-industry table, while fishing was grouped .ith food industries. The

latter industry also includes manur actur i.ng of similarities in production

techniques and marketinu nrocedures. The concept of extractive as opposed

to. manufacturing industries was deliberately abandoned in favour of a re-

groupin., which is more oper&tional for the purposes of projections and conforms

more closely to the actual vertical integration of industries.

Gnergy production was clascified into t"ree sub-groups sO that petroleum

products and eLe c ta-Lci, ty could be LaoLat ed , 'I'he importan'ce of energy in

economic development and the usefulness of being able eventually to b~se the

choice of types of energy on the results of an input-output analysis deter

mined this m0thod of presentation. Petroleum ~roducts will be of great

importance as soon as the refineries of Bizerte begin to function.

The building and construction materials industry also covers quarrying

products whose destination is the same as that of more elaborated products.

The extraction of various metals which is based on similar production

tecrmiques was, in principle, classified together with metal production.

conforms to the aotual integration of enterprises and can also be defended
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because of the; small imI'ort2nce of the activity. The pr-ocedur-e could ..be

applied to metallic as well as nOn metallic minerals, but is at present only

used for Lcad .. and lead products. 'i!hen iron starts to zet processed in" Tunisia,

the ~uestion will arise whether or not a speoial industrial Group should be

established for metal produotion.

The meohanio&l and eleotrical industries cover only manufacturing. All

repair activities "hich are in general undertaken by other than the l'roduction

enterprises are included under "servioes".

Ownership of dwellings was treated as a separate industry. The rents 'of

business premises or factories were not separately identified but were Lnc'Lu.l ed

in the product of enterprises.

Services include banLs and insur3nc€ companies, the value added of which

is e~ual to n8t inter8sts received and the premiums net of damages paid. Thus

Lnt erea.t s received from abr-oad by the Central Bank were treated as an export

of banking services.

The fTOSS production oi comr.e r ce was assumed equal t o the trade- margins.

The products sold were, at least theoretically, accounted for at ex-factory

pr-a ces by the producing enterprises. Trade Iijargins were added af t e rwar-ds ,

Comnie.r-ce "produces" the mariSins from which an imputed amount for the inputs

into the industry is deducted in order to arrive at its value added. The

consumers of final products buy the comrnod-i, ties at prices including trade

margins and ther'e is therefore no .sepa.r-at e item in Table 3 for the consumption

of the margins. ~II2.rgins on inputs ·were estimated s epar-at eLy , and values adc.c...

of the v ard oua Lnd.us t r Lee. 'are, in pr-Lnci p.Le , 'ai'eluding all trade margins.

Transport services were also treated in a special way. Only transport

for the account of others was included, except as far as the Sfax Gafsa rai~,'&;r

is concerned, which in the national accounts is treated as receiving imputei

paymen t. for the transport of phosphates from the metal' extracting industry.

l'r-anapor-t for own account was not shown as a s epar-at e i Lt.ern , but expenditure ')"',

intermediate products, like petroleum products, tyres, repairs etc. for eacL

trans,jort as well as the value added, originating from it were included un.Lez

the industry which trans~orts on own account.
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All receipts by t=i~ t~~ns~ort sector ;rom imports 0r exports were

considered as an export of services~ Expenditures abroad by ocean and air

transport services like port and airport dues, expenditures for the renting

of ships and aircrsfts, etc. were deducted from their receipts, and the value

of their Froduction was therefore estimate1 net of these expeaditures.

Domestic tr~"ncport costs of mer-cliand Ls e by l"ail or road, including

storage and port ex~enditur6S, were troatea as Iollowso First~ these costs

were allocated to the rroc1.1J.c t s trho s e pra c e s they influence" on the basis of

statistics of the Tunisian State Rail'.'lays, road sur-veys , etc. The costs wore

then distributed by industry according to the following COnventions. The

transpvrt costs of interQediary products were always charS8d to the purchasing

industry•. T~lS industry thus was assUill'ed to purchase se~arately a product,

the price of which would have been increased by a trade marbin If it had passed

t hr-ough an intermediary, and the tr_cnS"Gi't s er-va ces connected with this pr-ocuc t ,

The cost of transportinG bcods dectinod for final oonsumption was generally

charged to the selling industr3·~ which was therefore ~8Gumed to deliver its

products to the retailers at 8 prlce including these costs. This very often

reflects actual circumstanceso

There are , however , 201;18 excop t i one to t:18 -tr-ee.t.r.en t indicated above.

Agricultural prod~cts which pass through a wholesc,le mar~et were yricedinclu

ding transport costs to this market. Further transport costs Incur-r-ed: before

the produots reach the final consumer, however, were charged to commerce.

Froducts of the agricultural and food inlustries which pass through wholesalers

were treated in a sin.ilar way. Of course, commerce was also considered to

buy imported final consumer goods at pricesinolwling transport costs.

d) Estimate of factor shares

Wages an~ salaries by industry were estimated on the basis of numbers

effiployed as obtained for the 1nventory account of human resources, and estimated

average salaries.
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Operatini;.' aC=C"X.lt~·; \'7::::'2 ·.)stablished f'or '32,ch industry and gross operating

profits were oetained as balancing items On these accounts. Informat~6n from

the industrial and agricultural surveys which bet"een them cover almost all

corporations, was used in order to split total operating profits between

unincorporated enterprises and corporations.

e) Appropriation accounts

The additional information needed in order to establish an appropriation

account for enterprises "as for the most part obtained by analyzing the bas·."

documents of the public accounts and the balance of payments.

Since private non-profit organizations are in the Tunisian accounts

included with administrations, some adjustments were necessary in order to

establish tho appropriation account of households and non-profit organizations.

Information from the population census of 1956 was used as the basis for

the estimates of the items on this account only to the extent no other more

recent or I"Ore precise sources of infcrmation existed. However, the 1956
census was used as the basis for an estimate of the mid-year population in

1960.

Two fa; ily living surveys we r-e available and 'were us-ad as sources for

estimates of some of the items On the accounts. The s~rvey of March 1958
referr~d to the territory as a whole, but excluding the main cities. It was

undert,,",en with the help of teaohersand. oover..,d household3 with sohool

children. A second survey made in 1960 oovered a sample of households for

Tunis and suburbs whioh was selected {rom those giving reply to the questions

on dwellings in the 1956 population census.
.;

The sample oovered workers, day-

labourers and funotionaries of the medium and lower inoome groups of Tunisian

nationality.

As additional souroes were used income tax statistics, declarations of

salaries paid by employers and a survey of the number a.ndincomes of artisans,

salaried as well as 01<n-account Horkers, in the textile, leather and shoe,and

wood and furniture inuustries as well ~s in rural h~ndicraft activity. This

s~ey was satisfactory as far as th~ nurnb~r employed was concerned, but
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incomes and salaries apj:,eC.l'd. to be unu er-s t i n.at ad , A survey of industrial and

co~~ercial establishments by means of questionnaires sEnt to the chiefs of

the establishments was aslo utilized as a source. The questionnaires which

were sent out at the end of 1960 and collected and coded by the I\;inistry of

Social Affairs were used by the 3tatistical Office in estimating items of the

appropriation account of households and non-profit institutions. The establish

ments were classified by industry and by number and sex of the employees.

Agriculture was not included and handicrafts were very incom;letely covered.

Finally, statis,ics of the Central Social Insurance Agency for 1961 were also

used as a source. These statistics give a classification of non-agricultural

wages and salaries subject to assessment for social insurance contributions

according to a limited and rather inadequate industrial classification and by

administrative division and territory. As far as this sOur~e is concerned, it

should be noted that the number of wage and salary earners who pay social

insurance premiums does not even amount to 100,000 while the national accounts

estimates for 160 indicate that the number theore'oically subject to the pay

ment of such premiums is almost 250,000.

No current sta-tistic03 are available on wage and salary rates by profession,

on working hours by industry, on the number of wage and salary earners regularly

employed or on unsatisfied demarld for employment or labour.

f) Government accounts

The consolidated current and capital accounts of Government were elabo

rated'on the basis of the account for administrations established for domestic

purposesQ This covered central Jovernment~ local author~t~es~ pub~~c enter

frises, the social security agency, foreign and international organizations,

and 'c,rivate administrations. The latter are included in the consolidated

current and capital accounts of government as shown at the end of this chapter.

The appropriation account and ca,:ital and financing account of general govern

ment, however, as well as the account showin5 the combined economic and

functional classification of government tr&nsactions, do not include foreign,

international and private administrations.
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For all,· ops r-rt Lonc ot r.e r than the pur-char e of goods and service,

figures on Effectiveexpendi ture were avai Labl e cLa.ssr f'a ed by the most

detailed admiliistrativ8 sub-divisions. It ~as +'herefore possible to obtain

totals for wal3es and salaries and e.ll transfer r,,-yments by simple addition.

It Was more diffiGult to arrive at totals Ior purchases of goods and

services for current use an" for fixed capital f'orrnat i on , Hi th the help of

the offices in charge of ,:>urchases in the var-a.ous ndn Let r-Les , the accounting

of expenditures was analyzed in great,cieta,il by sampling of three non

consecutive months for each year as D. minimum. If the personnel put at the

disposal of the national accounts section by the min i s t r-ae s perm i.t t ed it total

expenditures during the year were analyzed,

•

In the :Bridge and Road Servioe De.ijartment, a classlfications of- expenditure

by type of product is already be i.n, 'ioI'ked out each ;,{ehr by mechanical pro

cessing and according to a nomenclature which is very suitable for national

accounts purposos. In future, this j,irocedure can no 'cloutt be extended to the

other departments as well by using the, nev comput ez- whi oh has been installed

in the Statistical Office.

The uses or current products by administrations are recorded net, i.e.

sales were declucted from };.. ur-cha s o s industry by Lnd.uesr-y , '~lll;::oe. not figures

are also used for the purposes of the comrrodit~ balanoes.

Gross fixed capital formation is in general defined as capital formation

realized through the ma=ket, i.e. purchases of heavy equipment and building

and construction work farmed out to ot,er enterprises. However, in order

to obtain a flgure for total grOS" fixed capital formation of administrations

it was necessary to include also the value of construction and gross mainten

ance of infrastructure in transport etc. as well as the value of agricultural

improvements undertaken by administrations by means of their own pi r sor.ns l and

purchased raw materials and energy (called own-account capital fDrmation'of

administrations) 0
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The own-account capital formation of administrations is measured by

adding to the salaries paid to personnel utilized for this purpose the

purchase price paid by administrations un&ertaking the work for the following

products: energy (total), building materials and glass produots (total),
t-

mechanical and electrical products (semi-finished goods), chemical products

(painte and explosives), products of the wood and furniture industry (con

struction timber, carpenter work), transport (transport costs referring to

raw materials utilized and the transport of main-power), services (stUdies

relating to the equipment in question).

The administrations performing own-account capital formation are the

central government proper (capital bUdget), the Treasury (unemployment relief

work) and the local authorities (capital budget). It should be noted that

only about half of the expenditures on unemployment relief work are considered

as referring to own account capital formation. Also, unemployment relief work

frequently OOncerns very long term capital formation, like reforestation,

which has practically no effect on the domestic product in the foreseeable

future.

g) Rest of the worJd account

There are three sources of information available about the economic

relations of Tunisia with foreign countries. The customs statistics are

excellent as far. as special trade is conoerned, but not so good for transit

trade etc. The latter data have been improved from 1962. A bala"ce of pay

ments statement was established for the first time in 1960 by an independent

central bank issuing its own currency. The framework in which the balance is

presented conforms to up-to-date standards and there exists a manual which

explains how the verioustransactions are classified. The account~((Of' the

Tunisian Treasury show the relations with foreign Treasuries or financial

organizations. The accounts of the French Treasury in Tunisia show the re

lations with the Central Treausry of France, the Tunisian Treasury and the

Foreign post offices in Tunisia. The foreign account ~or current transactions

has been based on data from the balance of payments and the Tun"isian Treasury,

except for merchandise transactions where the customs figures have been used.
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The difference between imports and export~ according to customs itptistics

and the corresponding balance of payments flows has been treated as load

from abroad if the valUe of the flow of merchandise is higher than the

~inancial flow and as a loan repayment in the opposite case.

D. QUALI'l'Y OF THE :::''STlMATES

No thorough analysis could be r:nade of the likely margins of errors

attached to the estimates of the various components of the national accounts

for 1960. However, the estimates were utilizing a ver,y wide selection of

basic data and were thoroughly made, SO that there is all reason to celieve

that they are as good as could possibly be expected considering the basic

data available.

The main weaknesses of the basic data are the following. The data on

agricultural production and on certain handicraft products are likely to

have a high, although unknown, margin of error. This is particularly so as

far as animal products are concerned. The family living surveys also suffer

from a number of weaknesses in addition to their limited coverage and repre

sentat.ivi ty. The items for clothing and durable consumer goods are parti

cularly uncertain in these surveys. The technical coeffioients used in

estimating the product of many industries are also very approximative and

could be improved.

A detailed estimate of financial flows is still lacking and would be

necessary in order to reconcile the financial flows between the sectora. and

to arrive at reliable figures for the financing of capitalformati.an:by

sector.

n. Tlill 'rt.BLl:lS

In the following are reproduced 14 tables from the Tunisian accounts

of 1960 adjusted as far as possible to the ooncepts of the intermediate

system of national acoounts. The content of the tables is explained in the

text of the previous sections. The only tables entirely missing from those

required in the intermediate system are the rural household account,

the detailed break-downs of consumer expenditure and gross fixed capital

formation. The former account is stated to be very difficult to establish

for Tunisia and may not be as muCh required in Tunisian circumstances as in

the circ~3tances of many other African countries.

•
..




